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Abstract

Aim—To analyse the modified Thomas test and obtain measures of flexibility for the iliopsoas, quadriceps and tensor fascia lata/iliotibial band.

Method—The modified Thomas test was used to determine the range of flexibility of 117 elite athletes in tennis, basketball, rowing, and running.

Results and conclusion—The study has provided objective data for a clinical test measuring flexibility of the iliopsoas, quadriceps, and tensor fascia lata/iliotibial band. It is recommended that sufficient flexibility is obtained to perform a specific sport and that asymmetries between limbs are addressed. (Br J Sports Med 1998;32:68–70)
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Sports injury prevention is the most desirable and cost effective way of reducing the risk of injury in sport. Not all injuries are “unavoidable accidents”, therefore, with increased participation, injury prevention should be encouraged as a complementary process. Injury prevention firstly requires injury analysis to establish the magnitude, extent, and cause of the problem.13 Interventions designed to reduce the effect of the injury such as protective equipment or muscle strengthening can be introduced and then evaluated.4–6

Identification of risk factors for injury is critical for the effective prevention of injury. Risk factors are categorised into internal (personal) and external (environment).17 Environmental factors can be addressed with protective equipment and rule changes, but the internal factors are more difficult to address.28 Most injuries result from a multitude of factors, so it is very difficult to ascertain the direct influence of a factor such as flexibility, muscle strength, and athletic technique.3 To be able to measure the influence of these factors on the risk, incidence, and severity of injury, objective and specific tests need to be developed and validated. Musculoskeletal screening of athletes is an assessment designed to detect internal abnormalities that may increase the risk of injury for an individual.38

Aims and methods

The purpose of this study was to analyse the modified Thomas test and obtain measures of flexibility for the iliopsoas, quadriceps, and tensor fascia lata/iliotibial band (TFL/ITB).10 Flexibility measures are one of the components of musculoskeletal screening. This study compared 117 elite athletes in tennis, basketball, rowing, and running to determine their range of flexibility. Comparisons between sports, gender, and limb dominance were also analysed.

For the modified Thomas test, the subject sat on the end of the plinth, rolled back on to the plinth, and held both knees to the chest. This ensured that the lumbar spine was flat on the plinth and the pelvis was in posterior rotation. The subject held the contralateral hip in maximal flexion with the arms, while the tested limb was lowered towards the floor (fig 1).

Three angles were measured for each limb and were repeated on alternate limbs to obtain data for two trials. Length of iliopsoas (test 1) was determined by measuring the angle of hip flexion (fig 2). Test 2 measured the passive length of the quadriceps by determining the knee flexion angle (fig 3). The hip abduction angle relative to the femur and angle of the pelvis represents the effect of TFL/ITB flexibility (fig 4).

Results

Raw data were collected for 117 subjects; the intraclass correlations for the two trials were extremely high (0.91 to 0.94). As the frequency distributions of the results approximated to a normal curve, parametric statistics were considered appropriate. The dependent measures

Figure 1 Modified Thomas test position.
were submitted to separate four way analyses of variance with main effect for sport, sex, limb, and trial, with repeated measures on trial. Table 1 gives the results for test measures and grand means.

Flexibility of the iliopsoas was expressed as the angle of hip flexion, and the grand mean was $-11.9^\circ$. This meant that most athletes exhibited flexibility that allowed the leg to hang below horizontal. The analysis of variance showed that the non-dominant limb was more flexible than the dominant limb, and that the tennis players and rowers were less flexible than the runners.

The mean angle for test 2, the quadriceps, was $52.5^\circ$. Significant differences were detected in flexibility, and a post hoc analysis using Neuman-Keuls showed that the runners and tennis players were less flexible than rowers and basketball players. Tightness of the TFL/ITB was suggested to be evident as an increased angle of hip abduction (test 3). The mean for all subjects was $15.6^\circ$, and there were no significant differences between sport, gender, or limbs.

### Discussion

An investigation of flexibility in elite athletes using the modified Thomas test was conducted in an attempt to provide some objective data for this clinical test. The results from this study question the accepted “normal” range proposed by Janda, which was that the femur should be horizontal, therefore $0^\circ$, the knee flexed to $90^\circ$, and the femur in neutral apparent abduction. Values from this study showed measures of about $-12^\circ$ from horizontal for the femur, $52^\circ$ for knee flexion, and $15^\circ$ of hip abduction relative to the pelvis.

Differences in results when comparing Janda’s test and the modified Thomas test position could be related to several factors. If the contralateral hip is not held maximally flexed to the chest, this allows the opposite femur to drop because of the anterior rotation of the pelvis. In this position there is less tension on the iliopsoas and the quadriceps, so the angles of $0^\circ$ hip flexion and $90^\circ$ knee flexion are more easily achieved. For consistency, it is important that the athlete holds the contralateral limb maximally to the chest.

The angle of hip abduction in the modified Thomas test also differed from Janda’s description. In Janda’s test, normal hip abduction was assumed when the femur was aligned with the trunk. Owing to the difficulty of standardising the amount of trunk side flexion and pelvic rotation, there is significant potential for error using this subjective measure. The modified Thomas test measures the angle of femur abduction relative to the pelvis, which is an objective measure, and the pelvic position is consistent for test-retest comparisons.

Quadriceps flexibility differed between the sports analysed in this study, which gives support to the concept that flexibility should be considered on a sport specific basis. In this study, rowers exhibited greater quadriceps flexibility than runners and tennis players ($p<0.05$). Rowers are required to obtain...
Maximal hip and knee flexion before the catch to maximise stroke length, thereby working functionally through a greater range of movement than tennis players and middle distance runners. Although not statistically significant, the rowers and tennis players had less iliopsoas flexibility than runners. Runners can obtain 10–20° of hip extension in their natural stride, whereas rowers and tennis players are in a position of hip flexion for most of their activity.11

Poor flexibility is associated with soft tissue injuries, but it is still not clear from the research whether insufficient or excessive flexibility are conclusive predictors for injury. The coach or physiotherapist should consider the demands of the sport and ensure that the athlete has the flexibility to perform the required skills.

Differences between sexes and limb dominance were not conclusively established in this study. It is recommended that irrespective of gender, sufficient flexibility is obtained to perform the sport and that asymmetries between limbs are addressed. The major consequence of this study is that there are now objective data available for a clinical test measuring flexibility of the iliopsoas, quadriceps, and TFL/ITB. Further data collection from many sports science and sports medicine professionals will assist in establishing sport specific norms for use in musculoskeletal screening of athletes. Ultimately these data can be used to identify risk factors that can be influenced to reduce the incidence of sports injuries. The limitations of this study is the extrapolation of a joint angle to relate to flexibility of soft tissues. Further research is required to establish a relation between these measures.
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